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Abstract
We study geometries of galactic rotation curves from Dark Matter (DM) and Modified Newtonian Dy-
namics (MOND) models in (gbar, gtot)-space (g2-space) where gtot is the total centripetal acceleration of
matter in the galaxies and gbar is that due to the baryonic (visible) matter assuming Newtonian gravity.
The g2-space geometries of the models and data from the SPARC database are classified and compared
in a rescaled gˆ2-space that reduces systematic uncertainties on galaxy distance, inclination angle and
variations in mass to light ratios.
We find that MOND modified inertia models, frequently used to fit rotation curve data, are disfavoured
at more than 5σ independent of model details. The Bekenstein-Milgrom formulation of MOND modified
gravity compares better with data in the analytic approximation we use. However a quantitative compar-
ison with data is beyond the scope of the paper due to this approximation. NFW DM profiles only agree
with a minority of galactic rotation curves.
Improved measurements of rotation curves, in particular at radii below the maximum of the total and
the baryonic accelerations of the curves are very important in discriminating models aiming to explain the
missing mass problem on galactic scales.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The fact that gravitational potentials on a range of astrophysical scales are deeper than predicted in
Newtonian gravity is well established based on a variety of astronomical observations. These include
measurements of the rotation curves of baryonic matter in galaxies [1–3], the velocity dispersion of
galaxies in clusters [4], lensing of merging clusters [5] and measurements of the cosmic microwave
background [6]. This fact is also referred to as the ”missing mass problem” and observations on all
the aforemetioned scales have been argued to be in overall agreement with the presence of particle
dark matter as the solution. Challenges for DM models in e.g. accounting for structure on small
scales, such as the cusp-core problem [7], the missing sattelites problem [8] and the too-big-to-fail
problem [9] remain.
The observed rotation curves of baryonic matter in galaxies also motivates modified Newtonian
dynamics (MOND) as an explanation for the problem [10]. In MOND the acceleration of test
particles is modified, with respect to the Newtonian prediction, below a characteristic acceleration
scale a0 ∼ cH0, where c is the speed of light and H0 the Hubble constant today. This modification
accounts for the approximately flat asymptotic velocities of the galactic rotation curves at large
radii [11–15] and the correlation of this asymptotic velocity with the total baryonic mass in the
galaxy, i.e. the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation [16, 17]. On larger scales it has been found that
MOND cannot account for the entire missing mass in galaxy clusters [18] or the dynamics of cluster
mergers [19, 20]. Nor is it obvious if MOND can account for cosmological observations [21–23]. For
a recent review of the observational status of MOND see [24].
Here we study galactic rotation curve data and the predicted curves in (gbar, gtot)-space (g2-
space) from MOND and DM models with gtot(r) being the total observed centripetal acceleration of
matter in a rotationally supported galaxy as function of radial distance r from the center. Similarly
gbar(r) is the centripetal acceleration arising from the baryonic (visible) matter distribution assuming
Newtonian gravity.
We consider the predictions from two variants of MOND known as MOND modified inertia (MI)
models [10, 25] which have been extensively employed to fit rotation curves [11–15, 26] and MOND
modified gravity (MG) models in the Bekenstein-Milgrom formulation [27]. In the latter case we
employ an analytic approximation for the predicted rotation curves [28]. For DM we consider the
Navarro-Frenk-White [29] and the quasi-isothermal density profiles.
Rotation curve data from 175 galaxies in the SPARC database has recently been found to exhibit
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the distinct g2-space geometry of MOND modified inertia [13–15], termed the Mass Discrepancy
Acceleration Relation (MDAR) [13, 30–32] and this has motivated the study of models that mimick
this behaviour, both in DM e.g. [33–37] and in modified gravity frameworks [38–40]. It was however
also found that ordinary Cold DM gives rise to this relation in the EAGLE simulation [41].
In this study we find that MOND modified inertia, independent of the specific model used,
is disfavoured by the data at more than 5σ. More generally this holds for any model yielding a
monotonically increasing function in g2-space.
This paper is organized as follows:
In section II we illustrate different g2-space geometries using a simple exponential disk model
of the baryonic content of galaxies in Fig 1. We give a global classification of geometries using the
relative locations of rbar and rtot — the radii of maximum baryonic and total accelerations respec-
tively — summarized in table I. We then consider ratios of accelerations, gˆbar(r) ≡ gbar(r)/gbar(rbar)
and gˆtot(r) ≡ gtot(r)/gtot(rbar) and illustrate the gˆ2-space geometries in Fig. 2.
In section III we present our analysis of the SPARC rotation curve data [42] using the full inferred
baryonic matter distribution, including disk, bulge and gas components. The data is shown in g2-
space and gˆ2-space in Fig. 3. The latter eliminates systematic uncertainties on inclination angles
and galaxy distances and reduces systematic uncertainties on mass-to-light ratios in the data.
We first show that the prediction rbar = rtot from MOND modified inertia models, and conse-
quently that gˆbar,tot(rbar) = gˆbar,tot(rtot), is in disagreement with data at more than 5σ. This is
summarized in table II.
We next group the galaxies in SPARC according to the relative locations of rbar and rtot, sum-
marized in table III and show the distribution of data in gˆ2-space at radii above and below rbar
for the full SPARC data set and for each of these groups in Fig. 4. The average gˆ2-space values
of the full data set displays the characteristic geometry of DM with an isothermal density profile.
This geometry is shared by the Bekenstein-Milgrom formulation of MOND modified gravity in the
approximation used here. However the spread in data is significant. A minority of galaxies —which
by selection have data only at large radii - display the characteristic geometry of MOND modified
inertia on average while another minority displays that of DM with an NFW profile.
In section IV we summarize results and briefly discuss the limitations of our data analysis with
respect to MOND modified gravity models and the relevance of improved measurements of rotation
curves at small and moderate radii to probe the solution to the missing mass problem.
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II. MODEL GEOMETRIES IN g2-SPACE
We begin by illustrating the geometry of MOND and DM models in g2-space in a simplified setting
with the baryonic matter modelled purely as an infinitely thin disk with an exponential surface
mass density
Σ(r) = Σ0e
−r/rd , (1)
where Σ0 is the central surface mass density and rd is the scale length. For all quantitative results
later we instead use the inferred baryonic accelerations from the SPARC database [42]. We dis-
tinguish between two classes of MOND models that yield distinct geometries in g2-space, namely
MOND modified inertia models (MI) [10, 25] — in which the Newtonian equation of motion is mod-
ified but Newtonian gravity is not — and MOND modified gravity models (MG) in the formulation
of Bekenstein-Milgrom [27] in which the law of gravity itself is modified. Below we will refer to
the total centripetal acceleration of a test mass in the midplane of a disk galaxy, of an unspecified
model, as gtot. The acceleration stemming from the visible matter assuming Newtonian gravity is
termed gbar. Finally when discussing specific models we will refer to the total acceleration with
subscripts corresponding to that model, like gMI for the total acceleration in a MOND modified
inertia model.
MOND Models: In MOND modified inertia models the total centripetal acceleration, gMI, on
a test mass in the galactic plane is related to the Newtonian one, gbar, via the relations
gbar(gMI) = µ(x)gMI, x ≡ gMI
g0
; gMI(gbar) = ν(y)gbar, y ≡ gbar
g0
, (2)
where g0 ∼ 10−10 ms2 is the characteristic acceleration scale of MOND. The interpolation function µ(x)
smoothly interpolates between the deep Mondian regime µ(x) ' x for x  1 and the Newtonian
regime µ(x) ' 1 for x 1, but is otherwise undetermined at this level where a complete model of
MOND modified inertia is not specified. The inverse interpolation function is ν(y) ≡ I−1(y)/y with
I(x) = xµ(x) = y. Consequently in MOND modified inertia gMI(gbar) is a single valued function of
gbar.
In the Bekenstein-Milgrom formulation of MOND modified gravity models [27] the total cen-
tripetal acceleration is determined via a modified Poisson equation for the MOND potential field
ψ
~∇· (µ( |
~∇ψ|
g0
)~∇ψ) = 4piGρ, (3)
4
where the properties of the undetermined interpolation function is as above for MOND modified
inertia. By noting that 4piGρ = ~∇ · ~gbar, solutions to this equation are of the form
~gbar = µ(
|~∇ψ|
g0
)~∇ψ + ~∇× ~h , (4)
where h is a generic vector field. An approximate expression for the resulting acceleration gMG in
MOND modified gravity, analogous to that in Eq. 2, for an exponential disk galaxy is derived in
[28]:
gbar(gMG, r) = µ(
g+MG
g0
)gMG, gMG(gbar, r) = ν(
g+bar
g0
)gbar; (5)
g+MG = I
−1(g+bar), g
+
bar(gbar, r) =
√
g2bar + (2piGΣ(r))
2. (6)
Due to the radial dependence of the fiducial quantities g+bar,MG the MOND modified gravity accel-
eration gMG(gbar, r) is not a single valued function of the baryonic acceleration gbar.
A number of interpolation functions µ(x) and inverse interpolation functions ν(y) have been
considered in the literature, e.g. [43, 44]. For our analysis the details of the interpolation function
are not central and we therefore focus on the inverse interpolation function from [24, 45] which was
used to fit the SPARC galaxy data in [13, 14]:
ν(y) =
1
1− e−√y . (7)
In order to classify g2-space geometries and rotation curve data we define two reference radii,
rbar and rtot as the radii at which gbar and gtot are maximum respectively,
gbar(rbar) = max{gbar(r)}, gtot(rtot) = max{gtot(r)} . (8)
We also define the curve segments C± above and below rbar (similarly we could use rtot as reference
radius) of a given model in g2-space as
C± = {(gbar(r), gtot(r)); r ≷ rbar}. (9)
In the left panel of Fig. 1 we show the MOND modified inertia curve from Eq. (2) (solid line) and
the approximate modified gravity curve from Eq. (6) (dotted and dashed curves). The reference
radii rbar,obs are indicated with dots while the grey curve segments correspond to C+ and the black
curve segments to C−.
In MOND modified inertia models rbar = rtot and the two curve segments coincide, ie. C− = C+,
as consequences of the MOND modified inertia function gMI(gbar) being single valued. Equivalently,
the area enclosed by the MOND modified inertia curve CMI is zero, A(CMI) = 0 as discussed in [46].
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In the MOND modified gravity approximation of Eq. (6) it follows that rbar < rtot and the curve
segment C+ is above the curve segment C− in g2-space. Equivalently, the enclosed area of the
MOND modified gravity curve is non-zero A(CMG) > 0. We summarize these properties in the first
two rows of table I.
In Fig. 1 we have used the exponential disk in Eq. (1) for the baryonic matter distribution, for
which rbar ' 0.41rd and the interpolation function corresponding to Eq. (7). Since gbar(r = 0) =
gbar(r = ∞) = 0 the curves shown are closed with curve parameters 0 ≤ r ≤ ∞. The scale length
rd of the exponential disk does not influence the geometry of the curves but only how much of the
curve is traced up to a given radius r. The central surface density Σ0 scales the maximum values of
gbar, and gtot and therefore stretches or shrinks the curves. For MOND modified inertia, curves with
smaller Σ0 coincide with a part of those with a larger Σ0. For MOND modified gravity we illustrate
the shrinking and stretching by plotting two different values of Σ0
1. In both cases, for a given
interpolation function and acceleration scale g0, the g2-space curves are completely determined for
all galaxies by the baryonic matter distribution. .
Dark Matter: In DM models the total centripetal acceleration gDM(r) = gbar(r) + ghalo(r) is
a sum of the contributions from the baryonic and DM density distributions — here assumed to be
a spherical halo for simplicity. To illustrate the g2-space geometry of the considered dark matter
models we again employ the exponential disk in Eq.(1) for the baryonic matter and two different
DM density profiles
ρNFW(r) =
ρ0,NFW
r
rs
(1 + r
rs
)2
, ρISO(r) =
ρ0,ISO
1 + ( r
rc
)2
, (10)
where ρ0,NFW, ρ0,ISO are mass densities and rs, rc are scale lenghts respectively. The Navarro-Frenk-
White profile ρNFW(r) is motivated by fits to the density of halos in simulations of cold collisioness
DM [47] and leads to a cuspy central DM density profile at small radii scaling as ρNFW(r) ∼ r−1. The
quasi-isothermal DM density profile ρISO(r) may be physically realized (at small radii) in models
with sizeable DM self interactions and leads to a cored DM density profile at small radii scaling
as ρISO(r) ∼ r0. It has recently been proposed that the diversity of galactic rotation curves [48]
can be accomodated in a model of self interacting DM where the resulting DM density profile is
approximately quasi-isothermal profile at small radii, set by the DM density and self-interaction
cross-section, while following the NFW profile at large radii [49, 50]. For both density profiles the
1 If the galactic mass is kept fixed rd and Σ0 cannot be varied independently
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FIG. 1: The g2-space geometry of MOND and DM models using texponential disk in Eq. 1 for the baryonic
matter with scale height rD = 0.55 kpc.
Left Panel: MOND modified inertia (solid thick and thin) curves and MOND modified gravity (dotted and
dashed curves) with interpolation function in Eq. (7), and for MOND modified gravity, the approximation
in Eq. (6). We show two values of the central surface density Σ0 = 1.55 × 108M/kpc2 (solid thin and
dotted) and 3 × Σ0 (solid thick and dashed). The reference radii rbar and rtot defined in Eq. 8 and the
curve segments C± as defined in Eq. 9 are shown for two of the curves.
Middle panel: DM models with quasi-isothermal density profiles for different values of the DM density
scale radius rC and central density ρ0.
Right Panel: DM models with NFW density profiles for different values of velocity v200 at the virial radius
r200 and the concentration parameter c = r200/rs and v200.
centripetal accelerations in the midplane of a disk galaxy gNFW (gbar, r), gISO(gbar, r) are not single
valued functions of gbar.
We show examples of DM model curves in g2-space for the quasi-isothermal and NFW profiles
respectively in the middle and right panels of Fig. 1. The curve segments C+ are shown in orange
and cyan respectively while the curve segments C− are shown in red and blue respectively. The
full curves in the quasi-isothermal case are closed curves, since also gISO(r = 0) = gISO(∞) = 0
while the area of the curve is non-zero A(CISO) > 0 as discussed in [46]. The width of the curve is
controlled by ρ0, as seen by comparing the solid thick and solid thin curves, while the steepness of
the curve near r = 0 is controlled by rc as seen by comparing the dashed and dotted curves. .
The NFW curves are distinct by not being closed due to the divergence of the profile at small r
— the cuspyness of the NFW profile translates into gtot,DM(r = 0) > 0 — and by the fact that the
curve segments C+ lie below the curve segments C−. The width of the NFW curve is controlled by
7
Models Reference radii Curve segments Curve Areaa
MOND-MI rtot = rbar C+ = C− A(C) = 0
MOND-MG rtot > rbar C+ > C− A(C) > 0
DM-ISO rtot > rbar C+ > C− A(C) > 0
DM-NFW rtot < rbar C+ < C− Curves open
aThe curves are closed and the areas spanned by the curves, A(C), are defined for the first three models provided
the baryonic accelerations satisfy gbar(r = 0) = gbar(r =∞) = 0 as is the case for an exponential disk.
TABLE I: Global characteristics of geometries in g2-space for MOND and DM models as shown in Fig. 1.
The reference radii rtot and rbar are the radii of maximum total acceleration and maximum inferred baryonic
acceleration, as defined in Eq. (8) and the curve segments C± are defined in Eq. (9).
the concentration parameter c = rvir
rs
, where rvir is the virial radius, as seen by comparing the solid
and dashed curves.
We summarize the characteristics of the model geometries in Table I. For MOND modified inertia
models rtot = rbar and C− = C+ and consequently A(CMI) = 0. For MOND modified gravity and
quasi-isothermal DM models rtot > rbar and the curve segments C+ lie above C− in gtot values and
consequently A(CISO) > 0. Finally for NFW DM models the curve segments C− lie above C+ in gtot
(with rtot < rbar barely visible) and the area is undefined. The degeneracy of the MOND modified
gravity approximation and DM-ISO geometries with respect to these basic characteristics, does not
imply the geometry is identical as is evident from Fig. 1. In particular the shape of the DM-ISO
curves is controlled by the scale length of the DM density an additional free parameter as compared
to the MOND modified gravity approximation.
Normalized gˆ2-space: In order to display the average geometry of several galactic rotation
curves and to reduce systematic uncertainties it is relevant to consider ratios of accelerations in a
normalized gˆ2-space by defining
gˆbar,tot(r) ≡ gbar,tot(r)/gbar,tot(rbar). (11)
Another possibility here would be to use rtot as a reference radii in the denominator above. We
replot the MOND and DM model geometries from Fig. 1 in the rescaled gˆ2-space in Fig (2).
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FIG. 2: The gˆ2-space geometry (gˆbar(r), gˆtot(r)) of MOND and DM models as defined in Eq. (11). Curves
and parameters are otherwise identical to those in Fig. 1.
III. DATA ANALYSIS
We study rotation curve data from the 175 galaxies in the SPARC database [42]. The database
provides the observed total rotational velocities vobs(rj), as a function of observed radii points rj.
The database also provides the inferred rotational velocities vdisk(rj), vbul(rj), vgas(rj) from the
baryonic matter components of the galaxies, divided into stellar disks, bulges and gas components.
From this we compute the inferred baryonic acceleration gbar(rj), and the total observed acceleration
gobs(rj) at each radii rj as
gobs(rj) =
v2obs(rj)
rj
, gbar(rj) =
(
v2gas(rj) + Υdiskv
2
disk(rj) + Υbulv
2
bul(rj)
)
rj
. (12)
We adopt as central values for the mass to light ratios Υdisk = 0.5
M
L
and Υbulge = 0.7
M
L
. The
SPARC data base also provides the corresponding (random) uncertainties δvobs(rj), as well as the
uncertainties δi and δD on the galaxy inclination angle i and distance D. Following [42] we further
adopt a 10 percent uncertainty on vgas and 25 percent uncertainties on Υdisk,bulge, i.e. δvgas = 0.1vgas
and δΥdisk,bulge = 0.25Υdisk,bulge. With this input we compute the δgbar, δgobs uncertainties
δgobs(rj) = gobs(rj)
√[
2δvobs(rj)
vobs(rj)
]2
+
[
2δi
tan(i)
]2
+
[
δD
D
]2
, (13)
δgbar(rj) =
√
(2vgas(rj))2δv2gas + v
4
disk(rj)δΥ
2
disk + v
4
bulge(rj)δΥ
2
bulge
rj
.
where we note that the inferred gbar(rj) are independent of distance D and inclination angle i [15].
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We treat the uncertainties δvobs, δvgas as random gaussian errors for each data point while the
remaining uncertainties, δi, δD, δΥdisk,bulge are systematic errors, rescaling all data points within
a galaxy in the same direction. To reduce these systematic uncertainties we will analyze ratios of
accelerations as in Eq. (11), defining:
gˆ(rj)bar,obs =
g(rj)bar,obs
g(rbar)bar,obs
, gˆ(∆r)bar,obs =
g(∆r)bar,obs
g(∆rbar)bar,obs
; g(∆r)bar,obs ≡ 1
N∆
∑
j∈∆r
g(rj)bar,obs
(14)
where ∆r denotes an interval centered on r that we average g over within a galaxy, ∆rbar is an
equivalent interval around rbar and N∆ denote the number of points in the interval.
The ratios gˆobs(rj) and gˆobs(∆r) eliminate the systematic uncertanties δi, δD in galaxy inclination
angle i and galaxy distance D, up to any significant variation of inclination angle with radius within
a single galaxy [15], while gˆobs(∆r), reduces the systematic error introduced by the single normal-
ization point gobs(rbar) in gˆobs(rj) when averaging over several galaxies. As we show explicitly in the
appendix gˆbar(rj) and gˆbar(∆r) reduce the systematic uncertainties in δΥi significantly, especially
near rbar by construction, where we are particularly interested in the geometry. These three sources
of systematic uncertainties were found to be the dominant sources of scatter in previous analysis
[15]. With the above construction there is only a small remaining systematic error on gˆbar(rj) from
mass to light ratios contained in the small quantity ∆Υ, in Eq. (A5). This means we can to a good
approximation take the errors of gˆobs,bar(rj) and gˆobs,bar(∆r) from different galaxies to be uncorre-
lated, even if the error on the mass to light ratios should be correlated for different galaxies. There
is also a possible systematic uncertainty on gˆobs(∆r) from data points which may be included in
both numerator and denominator when ∆r and ∆rbar overlap. This part of the error budget for
gˆobs(∆r) is however completely uncorrelated between different galaxies under the assumption that
vobs values are uncorrelated. The details of the errors are discussed in the appendix A.
A. Data Selection
We begin with the 175 galaxies in the SPARC database and discard 22 galaxies based on the same
quality criteria applied in [13, 14]. Ten of these are face-on galaxies with inclination angle i < 300
that are rejected to minimize corrections to the observed velocities and twelve are galaxies with
asymmetric rotation curves that do not trace the equilibrium gravitational potential. We discard
one more galaxy, UGC01281, with large negative inferred speeds vgas for the gas component leaving
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152 galaxies with 3143 data points. A further data requirement δvobs/vobs < 0.1 was imposed in
[13, 14]. We only include this additional requirement when explicitly stated, e.g in the data sample
NG2 discussed below, and otherwise keep all the 3143 data points.
We show (a part of) the collection of SPARC data in g2-space from these 152 galaxies in the
top left panel of Fig. 3 (gray dots) across 3 orders of magnitude in gbar. Also shown in the figure
panel are the curves of individual galaxies with error bars that were highlighted in [46]. These error
bars include both random and systematic errors from Eq. 14. The blue line is the MOND modified
inertia function in Eq. (7) with g0 ' 1.2×10−10 ms2 . This value of g0 is the best fit value to the entire
data set found in [13, 14] with the additional data requirement of δvobs/vobs < 0.1. The top right
panel shows the same figure with this requirement δvobs/vobs < 0.1 imposed. Finally the bottom
panels show the same data in the normalized gˆ2-space.
While the entire collection of data traces the MOND modified inertia curve, as observed and
quantified in [13, 14], it also appears that individual galaxies deviate significantly from this curve.
In order to test the geometry of the data we therefore first consider 3 subsets of data points from
the 152 galaxies, N1,2,3. We denote the set of 152 data points with radii rj = robs by N1 and the
remaining 146 data points after first requiring δvobs/vobs < 0.1 as in [13, 14] by N2. Computing
the averages 〈gˆobs,bar〉 on these sets we find that the N1 and N2 data sets yield 3σ and more than
5σ discrepancy respectively with the MOND modified inertia prediction 〈gˆobs(robs)〉MI=1. The
discrepancies with the prediction 〈gˆbar(robs)〉MI=1 are larger as summarized in table II. To improve
Data Sets Galaxies Data selection Data points 〈gˆobs ± δgˆobs〉 〈gˆbar ± δgˆbar〉
N1 152 rj = robs 152 1.39± 0.12 0.83± 0.01
N2 152 rj = robs and δvobs/vobs < 0.1 146 1.12± 0.02 0.91± 0.01
N3 152 robs,bar+1 ≥ rj ≥ robs,bar−1 ∼ 400 a 1.23± 0.04 0.89± 0.01
a402 points with robs+1 ≥ rj ≥ robs−1 and 393 with rbar+1 ≥ rj ≥ rbar−1 where in some cases there is e.g. no data
point at radii below rbar.
TABLE II: Data sets N1,2 on which the averages 〈gˆobs,bar(robs)〉 and errors are computed
and N3 on which 〈gˆobs,bar(∆robs)〉 is computed. The MOND modified inertia predictions are
〈gˆobs,bar(robs)〉MI=〈gˆobs,bar(∆robs)〉MI = 1.
the significance we consider a larger data set N3 with a range rj ∈ ∆robs,bar of points around robs,bar
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FIG. 3: SPARC data in g2-space (upper panels) and gˆ2-space (lower panels). The full sets of data points
without errors are shown as gray dots (3143 points on left panels) and also when imposing δvobs/vobs < 0.1
(2700 points on right panels). On all panels we also show the prediction from MOND modified inertia
with g0 = 1.2× 10−10 ms2 (blue) and individual galaxies with associated errors from Eq. (14) are highlighted
(color legend on figure). On the lower panels fewer individual galaxies are displayed for visual clarity.
defined here via robs,bar + 1 ≥ rj ≥ robs,bar − 1 . We compute gˆobs(∆robs) as defined above using
these points for each galaxy and finally the galaxy averages 〈gˆobs,bar(∆robs)〉 over all galaxies with
this data. Here we find more than 5σ discrepancy from the MOND modified inertia prediction of
unity with both the gˆobs,bar observables. The results are summarized in the last row in Table II.
The numbers summarized in Table II imply that MOND modified inertia does not correctly
describe the SPARC data, even if the overall scatter around the fitting function (7) was found to
be small in [13, 14]. To study the geometry of the SPARC data further we group the entire data set
into points N+G at r ≥ rbar and points N−G at r < rbar. We further divide the galaxies into 3 groups
G1,2,3, motivated by the theoretical characterization in Table I. Galaxies in G1 satisfy rbar = rtot,
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galaxies in G2 satisfy rbar < rtot, and galaxies in G3 satisfy rbar > rtot. The set of data points in G1
is NG1 while we divide each set of data points within G1,2 into subsets N
+
G2
, N+G3 with rj > rbar and
N−G2 and N
−
G3
with rj < rbar. We summarize the datasets in table III below. Within the above 7
Data set Galaxy selection Data selection Data points
N+G all (152) rj > rbar 2695
N−G all (152) rj ≤ rbar 296
NG1 robs = rbar (29) all 933
N+G2 robs > rbar (86) rj > rbar 1179
N−G2 robs > rbar (86) rj ≤ rbar 140
N+G3 robs < rbar (37) rj > rbar 764
N−G3 robs < rbar (37) rj ≤ rbar 127
TABLE III: Summary of galaxy group and corresponding data points used in Fig. 4 to show the average
geometry of data.
galaxy data groups N±G , NG1 , N
±
G2,3
we bin the normalized baryonic accelerations gˆbar(rj) in 4 bins of
width gˆbar,k− gˆbar,k−1 = ∆gˆbar = 0.25 with k = 1, ..., 4 and compute the average values 〈gˆbar,obs〉N±Gi,k
and associated errors δ〈gˆbar,obs〉N±Gi,k discussed in the appendix.
We show the data groups N±G , NG1 , N
±
G2,3
together with the binned averages of each corresponding
data set in Fig. 4. On all 4 panels the solid black line is the MOND modified inertia prediction while
the solid and dashed gray lines are the predictions from the Bekenstein-Milgrom MOND modified
gravity approximation at radii above and below rbar. We keep the discussion below qualitative as
we have already presented the quantitative discrepancy with MOND modified inertia and because
our treatment of MOND modified gravity relies on the approximation for purely disk galaxies in
[28].
The top left panel shows data from the full group of SPARC galaxies, equivalent to Fig 3, but
with data divided into the two groups N±G . The data (light purple and purple dots) is seen to
display the geometry characterized by rtot > rbar in table I on average. MOND modified inertia
(black line) is a good description of the average values of N+G (light purple points with errors) but
not in N−G (purple points with errors) at large accelerations. Also the panel shows a large overall
spread in data in gˆ2-space compared to the data errors on the averages. MOND modified gravity
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(solid gray for r ≥ rbar and dashed gray line for r < rbar) is a better description of data except for
points at r < rbar with small accelerations. The panel also shows a large overall spread in data in
gˆ2-space compared to the data errors on the averages.
The top right panel displays the same quantities but for the data set NG1 where galaxies have
rtot = rbar. Here MOND modified inertia is a very good description of the averaged data — which
by selection only samples radii r ≥ rbar. Both the average measurement error and the spread in
data is smaller than for the full data set (both at r < rbar and at r ≥ rbar) on the left panel.
The bottom left panel is for the N+G2 and N
−
G2
data sets with rtot > rbar which is true for most of
the galaxies (86) and these galaxies are driving the overall geometry and and data spread seen in the
top left panel. Despite this spread and the greater average errors there is a clear difference between
the two data sets N+G2 and N
−
G2
with MOND modified inertia a poor description of N−G2 data. Again
the MOND modified gravity prediction is clearly a better match to the data, but as opposed to the
full data set in the top left panel, it is now the data at r < rbar and large accelerations that yields
the biggest deviations.
Finally the right hand panel shows the results for the N+G3 and N
−
G3
data sets with rtot < rbar. Here
only the spread and errors of the N−G3 set is big as compared to the N2 set, with MOND modified
inertia model match to the average values of both data sets. Inevitably the MOND modified gravity
approximation is also a poor match to the average values of the N−G3 as the MOND modified gravity
approximation always leads to rtot > rbar
Again we do not here quantify the deviations of the MOND modfied gravity approximation, as
this approximation was developed for an infinitely thin disk galaxy geometry [28] and also does not
take into account the external field effect [51] in MOND modified gravity, which might be important
for some non-isolated galaxies, see e.g. the recent discussion of the ’dark matter less’ dwarf galaxy
NGC-1052-DF2 and MOND [52, 53]. The analysis does show that the disagreement is driven by the
majority of galaxies exhibiting geometries with rtot > rbar but it is offset by a minority of galaxies
exhibiting rtot < rbar. This, together with the fact that most data is measured at r > rbar, means
that as a whole the SPARC rotation curve data exhibits moderate and Gaussian residuals around
the function (7) as found in [13]. This however does not reflect the average geometry of the rotation
curves. Our analysis therefore highlights the need to further study MOND Modified gravity models,
beyond the MOND modified inertia models most often used in the literature, in order to establish
if MOND can account for rotation curve data.
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FIG. 4: SPARC rotation curve data and data averages with errors in the normalized gˆ2-space.
Top left panel: The full SPARC data set (shown without errors) divided into points in N+G with r > rbar
(light purple) and those in N−G with r < rbar (purple). Also shown are the average data values and their
errors computed within the 4 gˆbar bins in N
±
G (light purple and purple error bars) as discussed in the text.
Finally we show the averaged prediction from MOND MI (black curve) and MOND MG for r > rbar (gray
solid) and for r > rbar (gray dashed ).
Top right panel: The same as top left but for all data in NG1 (galaxies where robs = rbar) without
distinguishing between r > rbar or r < rbar.
Bottom left panel: The same as top left but for data in NG2 (galaxies where robs > rbar).
Bottom right panel: The same as top left but for data in NG3 (galaxies where robs < rbar).
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IV. SUMMARY
We have shown the g2-space geometry of selected MOND and DM models for disk galaxies with
exponential mass densities for the visible baryonic mass distribution in Fig. 1 — these are MOND
modified inertia and an approximate description of Bekenstein-Milgrom MOND modified gravity
models as well as DM models with NFW and quasi-isothermal DM density profiles.
We have classified the g2-space geometry of these models in Figs. 1 and 2 using global character-
istics: The location of the maximum acceleration due to the baryonic matter and the maximum of
the total predicted acceleration, rbar and rtot, whether the curve is closed or open and the area of the
closed cuves A(C). MOND modified inertia models, DM models with NFW profiles and DM mod-
els with quasi-isothermal profiles can be organized in distinct categories according to these global
characteristics, while MOND modified gravity models in the approximation used is degenerate with
DM models with quasi-isothermal profiles as summarized in table I.
Rotation curve data may also be organized according to this classification. Applying this clas-
sification to rotation curve data from the SPARC data base we find that MOND modified inertia,
independent of the specific interpolation function used, is in disagreement with the data at more
than 5σ. A previous analysis finding disagreement between MOND modfied inertia and SPARC
data was presented in [46]. In the current analysis we have considered ratios of accelerations
gˆbar,obs(r) ≡ gbar,obs(r)/gbar,obs(rbar) with respect to some reference acceleration, here chosen as
g(rbar) in order to reduce the systematic uncertainties in data stemming from galaxy inclination
angles i and distances D on gobs as well as mass to light ratios Υdisk,bulge on gbar. If there is a strong
radial dependence of these quantities within individual galaxies, and/or between galaxies this can
still affect our results. However, changing the conclusion that MOND modified inertia models do
not fit the data would require significant radius variations from rbar to rtot. A detailed study of
this is beyond the scope of this paper, but e.g. a monotonically decreasing dependence of mass to
light ratios with radius [54, 55] will not change our result that MOND modified inertia is not in
agreement with data.
We have presented the rotation curve data from the SPARC data base organized according to
the relative location of rbar,tot in gˆ2-space in table III and Fig. 4. In addition to the quantitative
results on MOND modified inertia, these figures establish qualitatively that subsets of galaxies
display different geometric characteristics and neither MOND modified inertia nor MOND modified
gravity describe all data subsets. If all data is joined together a fit to MOND modified inertia with
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gaussian errors and moderate scatter can be obtained [13] since the average data from the data
sets N−G2 and N
−
G3
deviate in opposite directions from the MOND modified inertia prediction and
since most data points are measured at r > rbar where deviations from MOND modified inertia
are not as significant. Since the global geometrical characteristics of the other considered models,
both MOND modified gravity (in the approximation employed), DM with isothermal density profile
and DM with NFW density profile, differ from MOND modified inertia exactly for data points at
r < rbar it is important to investigate these separately.
In summary we find that MOND modified inertia models, frequently used to fit rotation curve
data, are not in agreement with data, while further study of MOND modified gravity models
would be required to establish those as a viable explanation of data. Further we find that the
detailed geometry in g2-space is useful to probe different DM density distributions, with e.g. only a
minority of galaxies exhibiting the global characteristics of NFW profiles. This latter conclusion is
well known in the guise of the cusp-core problem. However the g2-space analysis makes it apparent
how in particular future improvements in rotation curve data at small radii is extremely useful
in probing the DM density profile. This may yield new insights on the required particle physics
characteristics of DM, e.g. DM self interactions. More generally the g2-space analysis offers a very
useful and striking characterization of models for the missing mass problem.
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Appendix A: Error treatment
In this appendix we review calculation of errors used throughout the paper. The errors δgobs,bar(rj)
on individual gobs,bar(rj) points are given in the main text in Eq. (14). The scaling of radius r,
baryonic velocities vk, with k = disk, bulge, gas, and observed velocities vobs under a change of
galaxy distance D and inclination angle i are
r → r′ = D
′
D
r, vk → v′k =
√
D′
D
vk, vobs → v′obs =
sin(i′)
sin(i)
vobs; (A1)
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Therefore δgbar is independent of distance D and inclination angle i as discussed in e.g. [15], with
the resulting scalings of gobs,bar(rj) being
gbar → g′bar = gbar, gobs → g′obs =
D
D′
sin(i′)2
sin(i)2
gobs (A2)
Once we form the ratios gˆbar,obs then also gˆobs is independent of distance D and inclination angle
i such that under a change of distance D and angle i we have
gˆ′bar = gˆbar, gˆobs → gˆ′obs = gˆobs (A3)
We include the systematic uncertainty in gˆbar from the mass to light ratios Υdisk,bulge via propagation
of errors including covariance, such that
Cov(fk, fl) =
∑
a
∑
b
∂fk
∂xa
∂fl
∂xb
Cov(xa, xb)
xa = {Υdisk,Υbulge, vgas(rj)}
fk = {gbar(rj), gobs(rj)} (A4)
where Cov(xa, xa) = δx
2
a is the error of xa, Cov(xa, xb) = 0 for uncorrelated errors xa,b, Cov(xa, xb) =
δxaδxb for fully correlated errors xa,b and similar for the functions fk,l. The functions fk,l are the
entire set of accelerations gbar,obs(rj) and from this covariance matrix we find the errors on gˆbar,obs(rj)
and errors on averages 〈gˆbar,obs(rj)〉 which we discuss explicitly below. First the errors δgˆbar,obs(rj)
following from Eq. (A4) are
δgˆobs(rj) = gˆobs(rj)
√(
2δvobs(rj)
vobs(rj)
)2
+
(
2δvobs(rbar)
vobs(rbar)
)2
for rj 6= rbar
δgˆbar(rj) = gˆbar(rj)
√(
2vgas(rj)δvgas(rj)
vbar(rj)2
)2
+
(
2vgas(rbar)δvgas(rbar)
vbar(rbar)2
)2
+ (∆Υ(rj))
2, for rj 6= rbar,
∆Υ(rj) =
∑
k=disk,bulge
δΥk
(
v2k(rj)
v2bar(rj)
− v
2
k(rbar)
v2bar(rbar)
)
(A5)
while δgˆobs(rbar) = δgˆbar(rbar) = 0. It follows from Eq. (A5) that gˆbar(rj) is insensitive to the
systematic uncertainties in δΥk near rbar by construction, where we are particularly interested in
the geometry.
In summary the ratios gˆbar,obs eliminate the systematic uncertainties in galaxy distance and disk
inclination and significantly reduce that from mass to light ratios. These three sources of systematic
uncertainties were found to be the dominant sources of scatter in previous analysis of SPARC data
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[15]. We have checked explicitly that the error ∆Υ on gˆbar(rj) is indeed small and while we keep
it in all error calculations this means we can take gˆobs,bar(rj) values from different galaxies to be
uncorrelated even if δΥk are correlated between different galaxies — of course if mass to light ratios
between different galaxies vary randomly then so do gˆobs,bar(rj) regardless of this residual error
being small. 5while values within a galaxy are still correlated via the same normalization points
gˆobs,bar(rbar).
1. Errors on averages
From the above errors on individual gˆobs,bar(rj) the points gˆbar,obs(robs) over all galaxies are
uncorrelated and their averages and errors presented in Table II are simply given from Eq. A5 by
〈gˆbar,obs(robs)〉N1,2 =
1
N1,2
∑
j∈N1,2
gˆbar,obs(rj), δ〈gˆbar,obs〉N1,2 =
1
N1,2
√ ∑
rj∈N1,2
δgˆ2bar,obs. (A6)
The averages and errors on the average of gˆobs (and similarly with gˆbar) for points within a galaxy
G can be written as
〈gˆobs〉G = 1
NG
∑
j∈G
gˆobs(rj), 〈δgˆobs〉G = 1
NG
√√√√√ ∑
rj 6=rbar
(
gˆ(rj)
2δVobs(rj)
Vobs(rj)
)2
+
 ∑
rj 6=rbar
gˆ(rj)
2δVobs(rbar)
Vobs(rbar)
2
(A7)
where the error will typically be dominated by the last term, which is O(1) in the number of points
NG while the first term is O(1/
√
NG) due to the single normalization point in the denominator. To
improve on this we also employ the average gbar,obs(∆rbar) for the last results with data set N3 in
table II such that
〈gˆbar,obs〉N3 =
1
NG
∑
NG
N∆bar,G
N∆obs,G
gˆbar,obs(∆robs), (A8)
δ〈gˆbar,obs〉N3 =
1
NG
√√√√∑
NG
(
N∆bar
N∆obs
δgˆbar,obs(∆robs)
)2
(A9)
where again NG is the number of galaxies used in the average ∆rbar,obs are the intervals around
rbar,obs and N∆obs,G are included to correct for cases when either ∆rbar or ∆robs contain less than 3
points.
Finally the errors on the binned averages over the points N±i,k in Fig. 4 are computed by first
computing the error on the points G∩N±i,k in N±i,k from a given galaxy G as in Eq. (A7) which then
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are uncorrelated between galaxies such that the weighted errors are:
〈gˆbar,obs〉N±i,k =
1
N±i,k
∑
j∈N±i,k
gˆbar,obs(rj) (A10)
δ〈gˆbar,obs〉N±i,k =
1
N±i,k
√∑
G
NG∩N±i,kδ〈gˆobs〉2G∩N±i,k (A11)
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